Sedately muse,  
Doodle, delicate drawings.  
The flame browning peace  
bursts paper into light,  
Wildfire,  
    blow, Suzanne, blow;  
Delicate ashes drift downward,  
    spiraling into the conflict.  
There he stands facing  
    Dinosaur and Killer Rabbit.  
His only weapons against  
    The Memos...  
    a camera, a pen, and  
    an "A" with six pluses.  
All he had wanted,  
    a cup of coffee,  
    that hot, sultry day.  
Innocently he stepped  
    into the Eastern Jungle,  
    into the melee.  
Native Poison on invisible darts  
    slowly took effect.  
Anti-amnesia, Truth serum,  
    the antidote,  
    quick in administration,  
WINS...TOUCHE;  
The Pen has Risen through
the Flames scorching Peace.
Blow, Suzanne, Blow,
Extinguish the Fire,
End the Conflict
of Doodlers
delicately daring
destructive,
and devious.
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